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Starting the Game:

Insert the Game Pak into the Super Nintendo Entertainment System Control Deck and turn the POWER switch to the ON position. When the title screen appears, press the START Button to begin. If you do not press START, an instructional demo will begin. Press START at any time to return to the title screen.

When the MENU SELECT Screen appears, use the +Control Pad to make your selection, then press the START Button to continue.

- **NEW** When playing the game for the first time, or when starting a new player, select this option.
- **CONTINUE** To continue a previous game, select this option to progress to the FILE SELECT Screen.
- **DATA CLEAR** To delete a saved game file or all save files, select this option.

When a file is deleted (FILE KILL option), the data saved in the BEST RECORD will become a different name. If you want to delete all the data, you must select ALL CLEAR.

Mode Select:

- **CHAMPIONSHIP MODE** This is the main mode of the game. You progress through the four circuits in order, one after the other. NOTE: Unless your record is 4-0 in the first three circuits, you cannot play the SPECIAL CIRCUIT (the last circuit). You can retry circuits as many times as you want until you achieve a perfect record (four wins, zero losses).

- **TIME ATTACK MODE** Select the opponent of your choice to try to improve your time record. You may only select opponents from the circuits you have already cleared in the Championship Mode.

- **RECORDS VIEW MODE** Best times for each opponent, best scores for each circuit and Personal Records (listing your best records) will be saved and can be viewed in this mode.

- **BUTTON SETTING MODE** You can customize the punch buttons to your liking.

Controller Functions:

- **START Button**: Starts / Pauses game
- **X Button**: Knock Out Punch
- **A Button**: Left Punch
- **B Button**: Right Punch
- **Y Button**: Direct Punch At Head
- **LEFT DIRECTION**: Dodge Left
- **UP DIRECTION**: Lower Guard/Direct Punch At Body
- **RIGHT DIRECTION**: Dodge Right
- **DOWN DIRECTION**: Duck

While pressing the Y, B or A Buttons, use the +Control Pad to direct the punch to the head or body in addition to the direction that the Button is assigned.
DEFENSE

GUARDING

To protect yourself from the opponent's punch with your gloves.

**RAISE GUARD**
Press ↑ on the +Control Pad.

**LOWER GUARD**
Do not press any direction on the +Control Pad.

There are two kinds of attacks your opponent will use: blows to the head and blows to the body. Blows to your head can be blocked by a raised guard. Body blows can be blocked by a lowered guard. However, strong punches such as uppercuts cannot be blocked. Dodge (see below) or duck to cope with this type of attack.

Depending on your opponent, you may need to guard yourself at all times.

DODGING

To avoid your opponent's punch by moving your body left and right.

**DODGE LEFT**
Press ← on the +Control Pad.

**DODGE RIGHT**
Press → on the +Control Pad.

If you continue pressing ← or → on the +Control Pad, you will continue dodging for a longer time than if you only press and release. If you press the opposite direction, you return to center position.

While dodging, you cannot punch.

DUCKING

To avoid your opponent's punch at your head by ducking your body.

**DUCK**
Press ↓ on the +Control Pad.

Like dodging, you can continue ducking for a long period if you do not release the key. Press ↑ on the +Control Pad to return to the neutral position.

You cannot duck a Body Blow.

While ducking, you cannot punch.

NOTE: Depending on your opponent, dodging may not be effective. Ducking out of the way might be the only effective defense. To avoid your opponent's punch, effectively block, dodge or duck depending on the situation.
OFFENSE

NORMAL PUNCH
There are four kinds of punches. Each of them uses combinations of the left and right punch buttons and the Control Pad.

LEFT JAB
Press up and the Y Button to direct a punch from your left glove to your opponent's face.

RIGHT JAB
Press up and the B Button to direct a punch from your right glove to your opponent's face.

LEFT BODY BLOW
Do not press any direction and the Y Button to direct a punch from your left glove to your opponent's body.

RIGHT BODY BLOW
Do not press any direction and the B Button to direct a punch from your right glove to your opponent's body.

Each punch has different power and speed.

POWER

SPEED

Left Face  Left Body  Right Face  Right Body

During Power-Up (see page 9), your gloves will flash and the speed of your punches will increase.

Depending on your opponent's current stance and how his guard is held, only a left or right punch aimed at the head or body can hit him. Watch your opponent closely and use the correct punch.

KNOCK OUT PUNCH
When the (S mark) flashes, you can use any of the four powerful Knock Out Punches by combining the Knock Out Punch Button and the Control Pad.

UPPERCUT
Press up and the A Button to direct a KO punch to the head.

RAPID UPPERCUT
Press up and the A Button twice to begin rapid punching to the head.

HOOK
Do not press any direction and the A Button to direct a KO punch to body.

RAPID HOOK
Do not press any direction and the A Button twice to begin rapid punching to the body.

When a normal punch (Jab or Body Blow) hits the opponent, the Power Meter at the bottom of the screen will increase. When the Power Meter is full, the S mark will begin flashing. Only then can you use a Knock Out punch.

When you are hit by your opponent's punch, your Power Meter decreases and you become unable to use a Knock Out punch.

Knock Out punches have a slight delay. However, they are a powerful enough to penetrate your opponent's guard.

If you quickly press the A Button (Knock Out Punch Button) twice, you can use the Rapid Punch (Turbo Knock Out Punches). This attack has less power than a normal Knock Out Punch, but you can continuously hammer on your opponent at high speed until they can either block your punches or dodge.

During Power-Up, Knock Out Punches also will increase in power.

Your opponent can usually block your punch, unless you aim where his gloves are not.
**TIME BONUS**
This will decrease rapidly as time progresses. (The initial value differs depending on the circuit.)

**SCORE**
This increases with each connecting punch or when your opponent is knocked down. After the match, the Score Calculation Screen displays what type and how many of your punches hit your opponent. You will earn an extra continue for every 50,000 points.

**ELAPSED TIME**
The match starts at 0'00"00 and finishes at 3'00"60. After three minutes have passed, the match is automatically over. If you have not won when the time is over, your opponent automatically wins. You cannot win by judgment.

**CORNER MAN'S COMMENTS**
Your opponent's corner man will occasionally call out instructions or encouraging words. These are special instructions for your opponent. When these are displayed, your opponent will act according to the instruction. You have no corner man calling out instructions and must fight on your own.

**STAMINA METERS**
These display your stamina and your opponent's stamina. When hit by a punch, your stamina decreases. When you hit your opponent, you regain a little stamina. When you have no stamina (the meter is all blue), you will fall down.

The stamina your opponent regains after being knocked down depends on how fast you knocked him down and how much damage you have received. A quick knockdown will cause your opponent to recover less stamina. This is true for yourself as well.

When you are knocked down, if you keep pressing buttons (except the SELECT and START Buttons), you will stand up more quickly and will regain a little more stamina.

While your opponent is knocked down, if you keep pressing the buttons (except the SELECT and START Buttons), you will regain some stamina.

When you knock down your opponent using a Knock Out Punch, your opponent will regain less stamina when he stands up.

**POWER METER & KNOCK OUT PUNCH MARK**
When you hit your opponent, your Power Meter increases. If you are hit by your opponent's punch, your Power Meter will decrease. If you are knocked down, it will empty.

When the Power Meter is at maximum, the Knock Out Punch Mark will start flashing and you can use a Knock Out Punch.

**POWER-UP**
To use a Knock Out Punch, your Power Meter must be at maximum.

Your power builds as the time passes. As it does, the background color behind the face at the upper left corner of the screen turns from blue to green to yellow and finally to red. When the power is at maximum, the background will begin flashing. While flashing, you are in the Power-Up condition. While Power-up, your normal punches have more speed and Knock Out Punches have more power. During Power-Up, your gloves will also flash.

When your power is at maximum, it will remain that way even if knocked down. However, if knocked down after Powering-Up, your power will be lost.

In the default setting, Power-Up begins automatically when your power is at maximum and you throw a punch. You can change the setting from Auto to Manual in the Button Setting Mode. Manual Power-Up lets you choose when to start Power-Up with the push of a button when your power is full (when the background is flashing).
RULES & ADVICE

NINTENDO VIDEO BOXING ASSOCIATION RULES

- Matches are three minutes in length.
- If a fighter is knocked down and cannot stand up before the count of ten, it is a Knock Out (KO).
- If a fighter is knocked down three times in one match, it will be ruled a Technical Knock Out (TKO), and the other fighter will win.
- If neither fighter is knocked out before time expires, the match is over and the challenger automatically loses.
- There are no illegal moves or punches.
- If you lose, you can rematch as many times as you have continues left. You will earn an extra continue every 50,000, 100,000, 150,000 and 200,000 points. Once out of continues, you must re-challenge all boxers in your current circuit.

ADVICE (HOW TO WIN THE MATCH)

Try to minimize the damage you receive. Try to build up your Power Meter and keep it at maximum so that you can use a Knock Out Punch at any time.

Do not be careless after you knock down your opponent. When your opponent stands up, he might come at you with a special attack.

Although you should be paying attention at all times during the match, be extra careful when instructions are called out from the opponent’s corner man. The comments are different for each fighter. There are mainly two types of instructions, one is about how to fight, the other is about specific attacks. Some corner men will call out more than one instruction for their fighter. However, no more than one instruction is displayed at a time.

Try to fight with purpose, not by chance. When your opponent is knocked down in an unexpected way, or when your punch hits your opponent with unexpected timing, try the same attack many times again. You might find a pattern that will severely damage your opponent.

Watch your opponent’s movements closely. Most opponents will telegraph their intentions before attacking.

Dodge & Punch and Duck & Punch are the most basic combinations. Try to avoid your opponent’s punch and quickly throw a punch of your own. If your timing is perfect, your punch will often cause your opponent to become dizzy and drop his guard. This is the best chance to use punch combinations.
Gabby Jay

Stats
Ranked #3
From Paris, France
Age 56
Weight 110 lbs.
Record 1-99

Born in Paris, Gabby Jay originally was a waiter at a small cafe near the Eiffel Tower. However, one day something snapped and he felt the need to become a professional boxer. After graduating from the Glass Joe Boxing School (by ko'ing Glass Joe — his one win) he entered the professional circuit.

Bear Hugger

Stats
Ranked #2
From Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada
Age 32
Weight 440 lbs.
Record 17-12

Originally a carpenter, Bear Hugger grew up beating up on all the animals in the forest. His favorite however was his pet Grizzly Bear. The bear was his closest rival until leaving Saskatoon to begin his pro career. Bear Hugger will be happy to teach you the necessity of ducking.
PISTON HURRICANE

STATS
RANKED
#1
FROM
HAVANA
CUBA
AGE
25
WEIGHT
170 lbs.
RECORD
21-10

AFTER LOSING HIS HOME DURING A TERRIBLE STORM, PISTON HURRICANE HIT THE STREETS OF HAVANA. WHEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO TURN PRO CAME ALONG, HE WAS GONE LIKE THE WIND. LEARNING TO BLOCK YOUR OPPO- NENT'S PUNCHES IS YOUR KEY TO SUCCESS WITH HIM.

Bald Bull

STATS
RANKED
CHAMP
FROM
ISTANBUL
TURKEY
AGE
36
WEIGHT
240 lbs.
RECORD
34-19

AS MINOR CIRCUIT CHAMPION, BALD BULL HAS HAD A LONG AND ILLUSTRIOUS CAREER. HIS INFAMOUS BULL CHARGE CAN BE DEVASTATING, DON'T BLOW YOUR CHANCE TO STOP IT.
BOB CHARLIE

STATS
RANKED #3
FROM KINGSTON JAMAICA
AGE 26
WEIGHT 140 lbs.
RECORD 24-13

THOUGHT TO BE BOXING UNDER AN ASSUMED NAME, BOB CHARLIE LIKES TO SHOW OFF AS HE BOXES. BEFORE LEAVING JAMAICA, HE WAS CROWNED THE JIVE KING OF KINGSTON.

DRAGON CHAN

STATS
RANKED #2
FROM HONG KONG
AGE 22
WEIGHT 130 lbs.
RECORD 15-7

TRAINED AS A KICK BOXER, DRAGON CHAN IS NOT AFRAID TO USE ANY TYPE OF OFFENSE HE KNOWS. HIS CORNER MAN REFUSES TO SPEAK IN ANYTHING BUT HIS NATIVE TONGUE. WHAT CAN HE BE SAYING?
**WVBA Major Circuit**

*Masked Muscle*

**Stats**

**Ranked**

#1

**From**

Mexico City, Mexico

**Age**

29

**Weight**

240 lbs.

**Record**

19-5

---

After being banned from professional wrestling for spitting an unknown substance at his opponents that caused them to become disoriented, Masked Muscle earned the dubious titles of Amigo to None and Crown Prince of the Cheap Shot.

---

*Mr. Sandman*

**Stats**

**Ranked Champ**

**From**

New York, NY, USA

**Age**

30

**Weight**

270 lbs.

**Record**

28-4

---

With his powerful punches and even temper, Mr. Sandman confidently reigns as champion of the WVBA major circuit. Often in the habit of holding back, he waits until he's in danger of losing a match before unleashing his full arsenal of punches. When he does though, it just may be "Lights Out".
ARAN RYAN

STATS
RANKED
#3
FROM
DUBLIN
IRELAND
AGE
23
WEIGHT
160 lbs.
RECORD
18-10

ARAN’S MOTHER INSISTED UPON SPELLING HIS NAME IN AN UNTRADITIONAL FASHION. FROM THE TIME HE ENTERED SCHOOL AND ALL HIS CLASSMATES LEARNED OF THIS, HE WAS SUBJECT TO ENDLESS TEASING, UNWILLING TO TAKE IT, ESPECIALLY WHEN MENTION WAS MADE OF HIS MOTHER, HE GREW UP TO BE THE UNRELENTING SCRAPPERS HE IS TODAY.

HEIKE KAGERO

STATS
RANKED
#2
FROM
OSAKA
JAPAN
AGE
19
WEIGHT
120 lbs.
RECORD
14-8

AFTER BEING TRAINED AS A YOUTH IN NIHON BUYO (A FORM OF JAPANESE BALLET), HEIKE KAGERO LEARNED TO BOX TO DEFEND HIMSELF. HE IS NOT AFRAID TO USE HIS QUICK SPEED AND DANCE MOVES WHILE BOXING.
MAD CLOWN

STATS
RANKED #1
FROM MILAN ITALY
AGE 27
WEIGHT 370 lbs.
RECORD 17-9

Originally an opera singer, Mad Clown joined the circus after suffering a nervous breakdown. After tiring of the nightly performances of juggling and attempting to drive a car that was much too small for him, he turned to boxing.

SUPER MACHO MAN

STATS
RANKED CHAMP
FROM LOS ANGELES, CA
U.S.A.
AGE 28
WEIGHT 230 lbs.
RECORD 29-3

The champion of the WVBA World Circuit describes himself as a mere two hundred and thirty pounds of lean, mean, fighting machine. When not boxing, Super Macho Man can be found training on the beach at Venice.
NARCIS PRINCE

RANKED
#3

FROM
LONDON
ENGLAND • U K

AGE
20
WEIGHT
150 lbs.
RECORD
12-3

NARCIS PRINCE PROUDLY WEARS HIS SWEATER MARKED WITH A LARGE “V” FOR THE VICTORY HE IS SURE WILL BE HIS AFTER BOXING IN HIS NEXT MATCH.

HOY QUARLOW

RANKED
#2

FROM
BEIJING
CHINA

AGE
78
WEIGHT
100 lbs.
RECORD
62-13

ALTHOUGH HE MAY HOBBLE TO THE RING WITH THE AID OF HIS CANE, DO NOT JUDGE LIGHTLY THE ABILITIES OF THE OLD MAN FROM BEIJING. DURING HIS MANY YEARS OF BOXING, HE HAS LEARNED ALL THE TRICKS AND IS NOT AFRAID TO USE THEM.
RICK BRUISER

Stats
Ranked #1
From Unknown

Age
Unknown

Weight
210 lbs.

Record
47-1

Rick, one of the Bruiser brothers, has won every boxing match he has ever been known to fight in save one. For this one defeat he secretly wishes revenge and practices on any fighter foolish to challenge him.

NICK BRUISER

Stats
Ranked Champ
From Unknown

Age
Unknown

Weight
210 lbs.

Record
42-0

Nick, the older of the Bruiser twins has never been known to lose a fight. While it is true that he has only fought Rick the one time, it had to take place. Only one of them could be the Champion of Champions. Since winning that fight, he has vowed never to lose his title.
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